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    本文的创新之处在于其一提出了一个行政问责制的分析框架，在行政等级
问责外还提出了政治问责、道德问责和法律问责的情形，在一定程度上有助于
克服目前实践中行政问责制视阈偏窄的缺点；其二从问责的主体、对象、程序


















As a new rising hot issue in public governance, the institution of 
administration accountability has become an important topic in the public 
administration academe. The article mainly delves the connotation of the 
institution of administration accountability, demonstrates the necessity of the 
implementation of the institution of administration accountability from the 
theory of the political philosophy and institutional economics. Deriving from the 
theoretical expatiation, we can construct a framework to analyze the practice of 
the institution of administration accountability in our country. Then we can 
review the deficiency of the practical institution of administration accountability 
and point out its plight. Finally, facing the plight, we put forward some advice 
and inaugurate some routes in order to establish an effective institution of 
administration accountability. 
 The article consists of four chapters:  
Firstly,the definition of the accountability and the institution of administration 
accountability. This chapter mainly defines the accountability and the institution 
of administration accountability .As a result, we can confine the institution of 
administration accountability as ranking accountability、political accountability、
moral accountability and juristic accountability. It provides us with the 
analytical framework of the practical case in the latter chapters. 
Secondly,the theoretical foundation of the establishment of the institution of 
administration accountability. The chapter mainly demonstrates the necessity of 
implementation of the institution of administration accountability. We 
concentrate on the participation and democratic theory 、the transaction cost 
theory 、  the principle-agent theory、  the social capital theory、  the 
institutionalism theory and the good governance theory.  














in our country and its plight. In our national public administrative practice, the 
institution of administration accountability is to be in the ascendant and 
produces positive influence. But it also faces lots of plights. The plights 
incorporate as follows: the insufficiency of institutions of the ranking 
accountability ；  the faint potency of the political accountability ； the 
indifferent consciousness of the moral accountability, etc.  
Fourthly,the route of establishment of an effective institution of 
administration accountability. The chapter mainly aims at the plight and 
endeavors to establish an effective institution of administration accountability on 
the basis of institution design. The routes may be such things as follows: 
innovating institution design, perfecting the institution of administration 
accountability; raising the authority of the People’s Congress, strengthening the 
People’s Congress accountability; cultivating civil society, promoting social 
accountability; upgrading moral quantity, realizing self accountability. 
The innovations of the article perhaps are two points: Firstly, the article 
confine the institution of administration accountability as ranking 
accountability 、 political accountability、 moral accountability and juristic 
accountability, it may help to overcome the shortage of the narrow visual field in 
the practice of the institution of administration accountability. Secondly, the 
article perfects the institution of administration accountability from institution 
design such as subject、object 、procedure. Perhaps these are the values of the 
article. 
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required or expected to give an explanation for one action ,etc对自己的行为等
应作解释； (2)responsible负责。而 “responsibility”的含义是（1）being 
responsible or accountable负责；a position of real ,great,etc responsibility实际
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